
GETTING TO GRIPS WITH GDPR
A COMPLIMENTARY BREAKFAST SEMINAR HOSTED BY WELLERS LAW GROUP LLP

30th November 2017
8.30am
Aqua Shard Restaurant, 
31st floor, The Shard
31 St Thomas Street,
London SE1 9RY

The General Data Protection Regulation 2016 creates a new set of 
obligations on all businesses and charities for the way they manage  
and use personal data. The new rules come into force in May 2018  
and the penalties for non-compliance will be severe.

It’s time to start getting ready 
The impact of GDPR on operational and marketing activities is likely  
to be substantial and with just six months to go until the rules come 
into force on 25th May 2018, it must be time to get to grips with GDPR.

Sian Stephens and Cassandra Ho from the Wellers Commercial Law 
Team will explain the key aspects of the rules and how an audit based 
approach can help you to prepare for the May deadline. 

 The seminar will focus on:

 •    Explaining the key changes to data protection under 
GDPR

 •   How to start preparing your organisation for GDPR

 •    The new rights of data subjects and how they affect  
organisations, including client consent requirements

 •    The role of a Data Protection Officer and the need  
to identify and report breaches

 •    What plans, processes and training should you put  
in place to prove compliance with GDPR?



Who should attend?
The seminar is designed for directors, managers and compliance officers  
within small and medium sized businesses and charitable organisations that 
manage and use personal data.

Please join us for breakfast
Aqua Shard Restaurant,  
31st floor of the Shard, 
31 St Thomas Street, 
London SE1 9RY

Registration and coffee from 8.00am

Presentations and breakfast from 8.30am to 10.00am

About the speakers:

Sian Stephens
Sian has a broad base of commercial legal experience,  
covering company and shipping law, corporate finance  
and litigation within the London City office. Sian is leading  
the Wellers response to GDPR.

Cassandra Ho
Cassandra advises on charity, company and commercial matters and 
has been interpreting the implications of GDPR for Wellers’ charity and 
corporate clients.

Book your place, call Cynthia Craven on 020 7481 2422 or email 
cynthia.craven@wellerslawgroup.com to book your place today as 
there are only a limited number of seats available for this event.

 www.wellerslawgroup.com
Wellers Law Group LLP is registered in England and Wales, registered number OC350170 and  

is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority No 525515.
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